Brennan Tolman Media
5902 Woodshire Ln
Highland Ut 84003
385-224-6243

Contract For Video or Photo Services

Deposit
A non-refundable deposit of half is required for us to reserve your wedding date. I prefer if you
send this electronically via Paypal, Venmo, Facebook Pay, or Wells Fargo SurePay (A check
will also work but is not preferred). Send this as quickly as possible as I will give priority to the
person that gets the deposit to me first.

Style
Each different videographer/photographer has their own style of video/photo. I am extremely
willing to try to accommodate your special requests as far as style goes, but remember that at
the end of the day I am capturing the event the way I see it and the finished product is a result
of that. I would appreciate it if you did not send me other videographers work and expect me to
make that exact same style of video. Instead tell me what you like about different videos and
request that I try to include those aspects in your wedding video.
Song Choice
Your choice of song for your wedding video will make it or break it. I’ve learned this through
years of experience! To help you pick the best style of song for your video I’ve compiled some
examples of great wedding video songs and not so great wedding video songs. Take a quick
look at the sample video in this Google Drive folder (Named ‘#SongChoiceMatters’) and listen to
a minute or so of both the ‘good’ and ‘not good’ examples. Please be aware that these titles
have nothing to do with my personal taste or preference (aka I’m not bashing you for liking the
songs titled ‘not good’) and everything to do with video editing and flow. The basic principle is
this: don’t pick songs that are just one instrument and someone singing the whole time. There
needs to be variety, including rising and falling in intensity and instruments.
I f you have an idea for a song you’re not sure about, send it to me before your wedding
and we can talk about it.
Google Doc: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B_Yhvi5QshdKMHpoVXZCSndyLVk

Contact
Please contact Tim at least two weeks prior to your wedding and let me know the exact
details/plans of your wedding day. If you have a written itinerary it would be extremely helpful.
Go ahead and put a reminder in your phone to do this two weeks prior to the wedding. I will do
the same thing to ensure that we can connect.

Duration
Our wedding videos are highlight style and the finished product will be between 6-10 minutes in
length (depending on which package you purchase). While the cameras we use fit needs
perfectly, they occasionally overheat when recording a single clip longer than 4 minutes at a
time. This means if you are wanting speeches, dance routines or long interviews filmed (with no
breaks in between) you need to contact us so we can bring the proper equipment to get you
what you need. If you do not contact us with this special request we cannot be held accountable
for filming lengthy scenes.

Wedding Day
For LDS weddings Tim will be at the temple at least an hour before you come out, and this hour
is counted as part of the 2 hours spent at the temple. During this time Tim will be getting shots
of the temple to put in your wedding video.
We will need to get in contact with some member of your wedding party to make sure that Tim is
standing with the right people when you come out of the temple. Please send Tim the contact
information of this person when you contact me before the wedding (see above step). For non
LDS weddings Tim will be at your venue an hour before the ceremony begins.
If your package includes a same day edit Tim will leave the temple before you and your
photographer do so that we have sufficient time to get your video ready to show at your
reception. We will not provide a tv for the same day edit, so please coordinate with your
reception center to have a tv ready for me. The tv must have an HDMI cord or it will not connect
to a laptop. We cannot be held responsible for not showing the video if any of the previously
mentioned requirements aren’t met.
Please also note that we have a 2.5 hour limit for filming wedding receptions. This is all the time
Tim will need to get the shots for your video. If your reception is longer than 2.5 hours then Tim
recommend having Tim show up for the later hours of your reception rather than earlier (so we
can be sure to record to cake cutting, bouquet toss and sendoff). Upon request Tim will be
willing to stay longer than 2.5 hours for receptions at the rate or $75 per hour.
If your package includes the same day edit Tim will show up before your reception starts to get
your video playing (these videos will play from my laptop, you will be responsible for it if

anything happens. Make sure it is being watched by somebody!) then come back to begin
filming for the 2.5 hours.
Meal Breaks
At least a one hour break for meals between your wedding ceremony is required for the
cinematographer from Brennan Tolman Media (aka Temple filming) and wedding reception.
This does not include travel time. This hour meal break can be substituted by a meal provided at
either your wedding luncheon or reception.
Payment
Payment for services are due no later than the day of the wedding. Feel free to pay anytime
before the wedding date. Like the deposit, this payment can be made via online invoice or by
credit card. Please remember to include the travel fee in the final payment.
Video/Photo Delivery
A private demo of your wedding video will be sent to you via Facebook or Text for you to review.
Let me know if any changes need to be made and I will get them made before sending you the
final cut. I understand that you will be on your honeymoon, so please do not feel rushed to
watch the video.
Each wedding packages comes with one complimentary edit. Watch it a few times and send me
a list of what you want changed. After one edit if additional edits are requested, it will be a $50
edit charge. In addition, all edits must be made within two weeks of the demo being sent.
Your final video will be available for digital download via Google Drive. This allows you to
share it with anyone you want easily.
You must download this as soon as you can from Google Drive as after 30 days I will not be
responsible for hosting it online anymore. The safest way is to download the folder and put it in
multiple places, such as different hard drives or computers.

Video Posting
Facebook does not allow any video with copyrighted music to be uploaded directly. Most
wedding songs are copyrighted and protected so the best way for you to post to Facebook is by
using a link from Youtube. If you do not have your own Youtube Channel I would be happy to
post it for you!

One Month Policy
Your wedding footage will only be stored for one month. After the one month your footage will
be deleted from our hard drives. We cannot be held accountable for footage after one month.

Technology Failure
It is extremely unlikely for anything to go wrong, but it is possible for me to experience
technological issues when filming your wedding. This could include SD cards breaking, cameras
overheating or equipment getting stolen. I cannot be held accountable for technology failure of
any kind that may happen during or after your wedding day.
Digital Rights
All raw footage is owned by Brennan Tolman Media and can be used for any advertising or
promotion. Rights to use the raw footage can be purchased for an additional fee (see
brennantolmanmedia.com/pricing)

Weather/Traffic Conditions
I have never been late to or missed a wedding event, but in the case that weather or traffic
causes an issue I cannot be held accountable (assuming I leave with plenty of time to spare
which I always will). If because of these conditions I end up missing an event you will not have
to pay for that specific event I missed. Events that have already been filmed will still have to be
paid for.

*By booking you agree to these terms*

